
Sales and new furniture for colleges items 

 

This month we have thought about bringing some offers to all educational spaces and 

institutions from nurseries to schools, all levels and colleges, but as well as any office spaces.  

For colleges we have a special offer: buy 3 or more power ready cafe tables and receive £25 per 

table discount. You can choose from a coffee, dining or poseur height tables and delivery is on 

us.  

Regarding seating we recommend taking a look at the colourful Polytone seating collection: 

three types of visitor, conference and dining chairs. Three different characters which will blend 

in perfectly with different office settings and will be ideal for a variety of activities – meetings, 

collaborative work, conferences, short-term tasks or relaxation. 

Your office will look better with the contemporary grey fabric armchair, stylish and functional 

with padded fixed arms and a 5 star base which makes the chair extremely mobile and 

ergonomic.  

If you’re looking for a typical back operator chair, we think the uniquely shaped back and 

headrest of our high back operator chair with headrest is the perfect solution as it adapts to the 

user's back and provides just the right amount of comfort and support. You can also opt for the 

new Oxford chair designed to assist the user with back problems. It has a sculpted fully 

upholstered extra high back, with a memory foam seat to aid comfort and posture. 

Last but not least, for meetings and boardroom seatings we have the perfect chair: the new 

Sevilla meeting chair coming in several swatch colours. Just head to our website and have a 

look.  

For the lunch area of your workplace or for a coffee place, we have the vintage suede bistro 

seating, available as a side chair, armchair or high stool and in 6 vintage suede finishes.  Add 

a box frame dining bench o table, single or double and you’re all set!  

We even thought about your reception. Have a look at the new modular reception counters 

made up of rectangular and curved modular sections to create a commanding reception 

feature that will make a good first impression. Available in a beech or beech and white 

finish, the units have cable ports to avoid clutter from computers or phones with the 

counter tops providing the required privacy where needed. 

As usual, we’re one phone call away and all orders over £250 excluding VAT are delivered 

FREE to mainland UK.  

Contact as via email and don’t forget we offer project planning and installation services 

upon request: sales @furnitureforschools.co.uk 


